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like that. In other words, they can1 help you, you know, if something

like that, you know, you won't be lonely. If you got to go over to a

friend, you know, they won't let you. You'll want to quit, and he won't

going to quit you, " They can fix you, : ' •

(They can' fix it so he'll forget about you?) ,. * « •
. - . • • • . , , • • , • / v " - . . . . •

Mam-hmm.. • > \. • " ' x'" ' •

(So you can; get rid of himt) (Laughter). -

Maggiei Not to kill him, you know. m Something like, "I never will,"

Daddy used to tell me, said, "You're crazy enough.* If I teach you some-

thing, you would kill somebody," I said, "No, I wouldn't,11 (Laughter)

"I wouldn't dare,"

' (But then, you never practice any of that stuff. Is, that what you mean,

Aunt Suzie? But herb medicine, you believed in.)

Maggie j Oh, I know a lot of things. Mama (inaudible) medicine (inaudible).

I just~I told you halfway. Still, I know a lot of medicine on (inaudible),

(Yeah, sometimes I want to write down—maybe write up a little book about

it.) .

Maggies In fact, we're not supposed,to drink—I don't know what the name

(speaks in Cherokee). I don't know what you call that.

(I'd like to find out some kind--what it is they drink, too, when they're

, getting ready to have a baby.)

Maggiet That's what it is one thing, I was talking about. I don't know

what's the name. Maybe Aunt Suzie know. I just couldn't. They're just

white, you know. They grow—I'll show you, Faye,. when you are out at my

house,

(0kay4) . <

Maggiet There's two kind. One of them (inaudible—then speaks in Cherokee

for about a minute.) I'm afraid to try. I believe that's what it is.
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